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ARENA STAGE ANNOUNCES ONE-YEAR 
AFFILIATED THEATER PROGRAM 

 
*** Theater Alliance chosen for inaugural partnership to nurture 

emerging theaters within D.C. community *** 
 
(Washington D.C.) As an extension of the Arena Stage mission to 
help build a dynamic and powerful artistic theater community, the 
institution has created the Affiliated Theater Program, a partnership 
to mentor and work with a promising D.C.-area theater company for 
one year. Arena Stage Artistic Director Molly Smith has extended the 
inaugural invitation to Theater Alliance, the theater-in-residence at 
the H Street Playhouse in Northeast D.C. 
 
“Arena Stage has undertaken this partnership to give back to the 
community what we’ve so generously been given,” said Smith. “As 
the largest producing theater in the city, we have a long tradition of 
helping facilitate operations at the smaller theaters by lending 
costumes, renting space and creating relationships with common 
artists. This partnership with Theater Alliance represents a deeper, 
one-year relationship with a smaller theater. Theater Alliance was 
chosen because of the excellence of its work and the leadership 
ability of its Artistic Director, Jeremy Skidmore.” 
 
The Affiliated Theater Program will include regular meetings between 
both theaters’ leadership teams to discuss institutional development, 
supply infrastructure support including external affairs efforts, plan 
joint promotional events, and provide an opportunity for Theater 
Alliance to actively participate in the life of an Arena Stage season. 
 
“So much of what Theater Alliance has been hungry for are new 
thoughts, new ideas and new affirmations,” said Skidmore. “Molly’s 
idea for this partnership could not have evolved at a more perfect 
time.” 
 
Theater Alliance was founded in 1993 with the distinct goal of 
producing work that would illuminate the experiences, philosophies 
and interests of D.C.’s diverse populations. That goal was furthered 
when Theater Alliance moved from its home at the Capitol Hill Arts 
Workshop to the H Street Playhouse in 2002. Theater Alliance’s 
mission is to present new or rarely produced work geared towards 
attracting diverse and alternative audiences to D.C.’s Northeast 
community.  
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Under the leadership of Smith and Executive Director Stephen Richard, Arena Stage’s 
core purpose is to produce huge plays of all that is passionate, exuberant, profound, 
deep and dangerous in the American spirit. Approaching its 56th season, Arena Stage 
is the oldest and largest of the D.C. area’s not-for-profit producing theaters, attracting a 
diverse annual audience of more than 250,000. Founded in 1950 by Zelda Fichandler, 
Thomas Fichandler and Edward Mangum, Arena Stage was one of the original leaders 
of the resident theater movement, and is still widely regarded by its national peers as 
the flagship of the American not-for-profit theater. One of Arena Stage’s artistic goals is 
to firmly establish itself as an artistic home for American theater artists. 
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